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Tread Brush Restorative
Deep Cleaning
FOR ESCALATORS AND TRAVELATORS
We understand many escalators are very dirty
and not ready for easy maintenance cleaning.
They need restorative, deep cleaning before
you can begin a regular maintenance program
using REN pads.
The REN Tread Brush and gives you the lowcost ability to deep clean and restore your
escalators.
The REN Tread Brush is a universal fit designed
to work on all escalator treads.

Items required:
o
o
o
o
o

REN Tread Brush (size 24” 32” 40”)
REN RESTORE solution CS-20-00
REN Head Unit & Saturation Tub
REN Pads (V or W or other)
Portable vacuum

3 Easy Steps
1. Dry REN Tread Brush cleaning
2. Wet REN Tread Brush cleaning
3. REN Pads final cleaning
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Tread Restorative
Deep Cleaning
Step 1

Dry REN Brush must be used first, DO
NOT use RESTORE liquid.
Using dry, the REN Tread Brush will
loosen and collect dirt and dust.
Multiple dry REN Tread Brush
applications must be used to achieve
best results.
1. Place REN Tread Brush on the
oncoming escalator, keep the
brush level.
2. Using slight downward
pressure, keep in place for five
(5) minutes.
3. Remove REN Tread Brush from
the tread, vacuum the dirt and
dust collected on the REN
Tread Brush, or with a small
wire brush, gently remove dust
and dirt.
4. Repeat the dry REN Tread
Brush process until no longer
picking up dirt.
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Tread Restorative
Deep Cleaning
Step 2

The escalator is now free of loose dirt and
dust; however embedded, stubborn dirt and
grease remain on the treads. Spraying
RESTORE onto the treads will help break the
bonded dirt and grease.

RESTORE cleaning solution
Safe, effective deep cleaning of all escalators. The NO DRIP formula
stays where you spray, clings to surfaces. When sprayed through a
nozzle, RESTORE converts into a micro gel and sticks to the surface.
Will not drip into the escalator mechanicals or chain drive system.

Using REN Tread Brush with RESTORE will
bring up the deep dirt and grease into a
liquefied sludge.
1. RESTORE no drip formula liquid
sprays into a micro gel and will not
drip into the escalator.
2. Using a spray bottle, apply the
undiluted RESTORE onto the entire
escalator tread surface, focusing on
stains.
3. Place REN Tread Brush on the
oncoming escalator, keep the brush
level.
4. Using slight downward pressure to
the REN Tread Brush, keep in place
for five (5) minutes.
5. Remove REN Tread Brush from the
tread, vacuum or rinse as needed.
6. Repeat as required. For difficult
remaining stains, use REN Riser
Brush (RB-10) to spot scrub difficult
stains.
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Tread Restorative
Deep Cleaning
Step 3

The REN Tread Brush cannot pick up and
remove the liquefied dirt from the tread
grooves.
REN Pads wipe, absorb and lift away the
remaining dirt and grim, leaving a perfectly
restored, clean tread surface. Using REN pads
dry will absorb the RESTORE liquid applied to
the escalator.
Multiple dry pads may be needed to achieve
final cleaning and drying. 2 to 4 pads,
depending on the remaining dirt. Pads can be
washed and reused.
1. Place a dry REN pad onto the head
unit, white side mounts first.
2. Apply the pad onto the oncoming
escalator placing the back edge of the
pad into the tread grooves, then drop
the pad front edge, self-aligning the
pad into the grooves.
3. Using downward pressure, keep in
place for five (5) minutes.
4. Remove dirty pad, it can be washed
and rinsed for reuse.
5. Repeat until additional pads no longer
collect dirt.
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